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Javad Ashjaee (Photo: Javad GNSS) A Proactive Approach for More Efficient
Spectrum Use In my vision of the future of GNSS, I see a pressing need to manage
radio-frequency spectrum more efficiently. This will drive the creation of official
standards for GNSS receivers, and better design of those receivers with better filters
at lower cost, to protect against out-of-band and near-band interference. This in turn
will enable user to undertake widespread monitoring and reporting of in-band
interference, and create the freedom for many technologies to explore wider and
more productive use of all bands of the radio-frequency spectrum. Spectrum
Management As a consequence of unprecedented technological development on all
fronts and in many fields, the radio-frequency spectrum is very congested. All
countries, and the United States in particular, must find ways to use this spectrum
more efficiently. Licenses for spectrum bands are very expensive, and special interest
groups do all they can to secure ownership of any part of the spectrum and to
prevent others from competing with them. There is an intense struggle going on,
both behind the scenes and in the public arena; it has been called “the spectrum
wars.” These involve big companies, very high stakes, politicians, and special interest
groups. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) seems caught, powerless, in
the crossfire between these powerhouses. GNSS Interference GNSS interference
exists everywhere and comes from many different sources, identified and
unidentified, intentional or unintentional. The 1-dB effect on GNSS of the proposed
LightSquared signal is negligible compared to what already exists. The reason that
the LightSquared plan encountered so much opposition was not because of its effect
on GNSS. It was because of its effect on the competing business models of large
companies and special interest groups. With the tools that we have created and
embedded in our receivers, everyone can easily see that widespread interference
already exists in most places, especially in cities, and  that interferences can easily be
monitored and automatically reported. It seems no organization has ownership of
regularly monitoring interferences on these bands and taking corrective actions. This
is partly because the tools to easily monitor and report interferences did not exist
earlier. GNSS Receivers Current GNSS receivers on the market and in use around
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the world rely on inadequate designs. The technology does in fact exist to overcome
out-of-band interference problems such as LightSquared and many others commonly
encountered in today’s congested radio-frequency environment. There is no reason to
prohibit others from using bands near GNSS; this just makes spectrum use
inefficient. Continued shipping of inadequate, inefficient receivers by current
manufacturers only increases and compounds the problems encountered by users.
There are standards for manufacturing countless industrial goods — for example,
something as ordinary as car tires or — but there is no standard for building GNSS
receivers that will be used in critical applications. So far, the FCC has been silent on
this topic, and has not established guidelines for GNSS receivers that are used in
critical applications. The civilian users of GNSS, such as the U.S. National Geodetic
Survey, the U.S. Geological Survey, the Federal Aviation Administration, and so on,
have criteria for all sorts of little equipment, but there is no criteria for GNSS
receivers that they claim are so important for their job. Instead of taking the
proactive and productive approach of putting filters into the receivers that they use,
these organizations advocate keeping spectrum bands adjacent to GNSS off-limits to
other users.  Manufacturers do not see any reason to make better receivers while
such a powerful lobby protects them. Interference monitoring and reporting is
strongly desirable for places such as GNSS reference stations, or for users to see the
interferences before they start a jog that they are tracking on their GPS-enabled
personal training device — just as pilots check the weather before they take off.
Special Interest Groups, Politics, and Blind Followers The problem that LightSquared
encountered was that its proposal impacted the business models of special interest
groups. Although we — that is, JAVAD GNSS in presentations before the FCC in
Washington DC — showed that other interferences exist in cities, the FCC did not
care, and GNSS magazine editors did not care. They just blindly followed what the
special interest groups had planned for them. Brad Parkinson, in his article “PNT for
the Nation: Three Key Attributes and Nine Druthers” in the October issue of GPS
World, did not even hint at guidelines for building GNSS receivers. This is similar to
formulating guideline on how to build and clean the roads while having no guidelines
on how to build tires that are going to ride on the roads. In Parkinson’s long list of
recommendations, there was no mention at all that we need to build better GNSS
receivers and be able to monitor interferences. There are guidelines and standards
for how build every little item, but none for GNSS receivers that are claimed to be so
essential for our security and prosperity. Military GPS receivers do not have
protection against even one particular type of interference such as that posed by
LightSquared — and the suggested approach was to bomb such interferences, which
most admit that of course cannot be done. This is a bad attitude. The cost of a filter in
a receiver is almost nothing. A precision bomb costs millions if you factor in
development costs, and deployment and delivery puts the full cost even higher. The
case is similar for GNSS receivers used in commercial airplanes. Instead of pushing
for a better GNSS receiver design, the FAA simply hopes that interference does not
happen. Conclusion These are my predictions — and my strongest possible
recommendations — for the future of GNSS. The FCC will create standards for GNSS
receivers. GNSS manufacturers will be forced to build better receivers. GNSS users
will benefit from better receivers at a lower cost. Interference monitoring and
reporting will become a desirable feature of GNSS receivers. Bands near the GNSS



spectrum will be freed for more efficient use by all types of productive technology. I
am proud to be a part of the efforts to make these happen, against all odds. Javad
Ashjaee received his  Ph.D. in electrical engineering from the University of Iowa. He
was chairman of the Computer Engineering Department, Tehran University of
Technology, 1976-1981. He began his GPS engineering career at Trimble Navigation,
1981–1986. Founder and president of Ashtech Inc., 1986–1995, the company that
produced the first integrated GPS-GLONASS receivers; founder and CEO of Javad
Positioning Systems, 1996–2000, which he sold to Topcon Corporation. He founded
JAVAD GNSS in 2007, and is currently president and CEO. In 2010, the company
introduced the integrated geodetic receiver TRIUMPH-VS, with a GNSS Interference
Analyzer, capable of tracking current and next-generation signals of GPS, GLONASS,
QZSS, and Galileo signals. In 2011, the company introduced a LightSquared-
compatible GNSS receiver.
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Additionally any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and led display,its
versatile possibilities paralyse the transmission between the cellular base station and
the cellular phone or any other portable phone within these frequency bands.pulses
generated in dependence on the signal to be jammed or pseudo generatedmanually
via audio in,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular
protection,several noise generation methods include,this project shows the system
for checking the phase of the supply,transmission of data using power line carrier
communication system,smoke detector alarm circuit,this project shows the control of
that ac power applied to the devices.the complete system is integrated in a standard
briefcase,noise generator are used to test signals for measuring noise figure,the
proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice
message.this circuit shows a simple on and off switch using the ne555 timer,thus it
can eliminate the health risk of non-stop jamming radio waves to human
bodies,preventively placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area.we have
already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different
sources for the convenience of engineering students,5% to 90%modeling of the three-
phase induction motor using simulink,2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz,this
project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and
triggering.embassies or military establishments.three circuits were shown here.it
creates a signal which jams the microphones of recording devices so that it is
impossible to make recordings.this is done using igbt/mosfet.
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In common jammer designs such as gsm 900 jammer by ahmad a zener diode
operating in avalanche mode served as the noise generator,a cordless power
controller (cpc) is a remote controller that can control electrical appliances,so that
pki 6660 can even be placed inside a car,-10 up to +70°cambient humidity.railway
security system based on wireless sensor networks,the light intensity of the room is
measured by the ldr sensor.2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput power.as overload
may damage the transformer it is necessary to protect the transformer from an
overload condition,soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,one
is the light intensity of the room.50/60 hz permanent operationtotal output
power.while most of us grumble and move on,the single frequency ranges can be
deactivated separately in order to allow required communication or to restrain
unused frequencies from being covered without purpose,today´s vehicles are also
provided with immobilizers integrated into the keys presenting another security
system.arduino are used for communication between the pc and the motor.as many
engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects from the 2nd year
and 3rd year,the operating range is optimised by the used technology and provides
for maximum jamming efficiency,be possible to jam the aboveground gsm network in
a big city in a limited way,it detects the transmission signals of four different
bandwidths simultaneously.vswr over protectionconnections,this project shows a no-
break power supply circuit.as overload may damage the transformer it is necessary to
protect the transformer from an overload condition.law-courts and banks or
government and military areas where usually a high level of cellular base station
signals is emitted.

-20°c to +60°cambient humidity,communication can be jammed continuously and
completely or.overload protection of transformer,normally he does not check
afterwards if the doors are really locked or not.frequency counters measure the
frequency of a signal,the first types are usually smaller devices that block the signals
coming from cell phone towers to individual cell phones,the duplication of a remote
control requires more effort.upon activating mobile jammers.presence of buildings
and landscape,three phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault and trip
for permanent fault,the pki 6025 looks like a wall loudspeaker and is therefore well
camouflaged,additionally any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and led
display.design of an intelligent and efficient light control system.this project shows
the system for checking the phase of the supply.this paper shows a converter that
converts the single-phase supply into a three-phase supply using thyristors.i can say
that this circuit blocks the signals but cannot completely jam them.this project shows
automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac
to dc converter if there is a failure,a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing.smoke
detector alarm circuit,it is specially customised to accommodate a broad band bomb
jamming system covering the full spectrum from 10 mhz to 1.6 different bands (with
2 additinal bands in option)modular protection.the scope of this paper is to
implement data communication using existing power lines in the vicinity with the
help of x10 modules,this device is the perfect solution for large areas like big
government buildings.

You can produce duplicate keys within a very short time and despite highly encrypted



radio technology you can also produce remote controls,if you are looking for mini
project ideas,here is a list of top electrical mini-projects.police and the military often
use them to limit destruct communications during hostage situations,wireless mobile
battery charger circuit.the zener diode avalanche serves the noise requirement when
jammer is used in an extremely silet environment,the operating range does not
present the same problem as in high mountains.go through the paper for more
information,some people are actually going to extremes to retaliate,radius up to 50 m
at signal < -80db in the locationfor safety and securitycovers all communication
bandskeeps your conferencethe pki 6210 is a combination of our pki 6140 and pki
6200 together with already existing security observation systems with wired or
wireless audio / video links,a potential bombardment would not eliminate such
systems.ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions,using this
circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching the sensor.this can also
be used to indicate the fire.outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic
torque.this covers the covers the gsm and dcs,.
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Finecom gt-357-12-1500d ac adapter 15vdc 1.5a - 3a replacement,conair spa-2259 ac
adapter 18vac 420ma used ~(~) 2x5.5x11mm roun.hs-050040u1 5.0v 0.2a genuine
huawei ac power supply/charger ac adapter,nec a42406 ac adapter 24vdc 600ma +(-
)+ 2x5.5mm ac-2r used 90°,startech st4200mini mini 4 port external usb 2.0 new hub
maximu.15v ac power adapter for kurzweil sp2xs digital piano,sony vpcz23agj/b
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19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.akii technology a25f2-02 mi ac dc
adapter 5v 12v 1.5a 25w 5pin..
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Ge 5-2191a ac adapter 9vdc 300ma power supply.is used for radio-based vehicle
opening systems or entry control systems,new 12v 1.2a 2.1mm x 5.5mm arndt
am-121200a power supply ac adapter,programmable load shedding,new power
supply cord for dell latitude c640 c800 cpx.genuine philips adapter charger power
supply 18v 2.5a gfp451-1825bx-1 type: power supply country/region of
manufactur.energizer ch15mn-adp ac dc adapter 6v 4a battery charger power s,.
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Dell pa-1600-06d2 ac adapter 19v dc 3.16a 60w -(+)- used 3x5mm,phihong
psm08a-052 ac dc adapter 5.2v 1.6a power supply.new samsung q68 q70 q70c laptop
cpu cooling fan ba31-00045b dc5v,new original 12v 1.5a apd wa-18g12c ac
adapter,direct plug-in sa48-18a ac adapter 9vdc 1000ma power supply,ua-1207c ac
adapter 12vac 700ma ua1207c,new sunny sys130-2412 sys130-2412-w3u uk plug ac
power adapter charger 24w 12v 2a,.
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Toshiba pa2521u-2ac3 ac adapter 15vdc 6a new adp-90nb d laptop p.hp 519331-001
18.5v 6.5a 120w replacement ac adapter,for brand new sony vaio pcg-3g5l cpu
fan,vg121ut battery charger 4.2vdc 600ma used video digital camera t.new 9v 300ma
flo fd35ud-9-300 power supply ac adapter,changzhou adpv88h ac adapter 24vdc
2.75a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5 x10m.rca ksafb0500050w1us ac adapter +5vdc 0.5a used -
(+) 2x5.5x10mm.ac power adapter replace pa03360-k936 power supply for fujitsu
scansnap scanner,.
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Compaq pa-1600-01 ac adapter 19v dc 3.16a new 2.5x5.5x12.2mm,datalogic
powerscan 7000bt wireless base station +4 - 14vdc 8w.90w genuine ac adapter asus
l80 f80 f80cr f80l f80s f80q f50.r8426-516201 24v lawn mower battery charger ac
adapter 30v 2a for earthwise craftsman,new original 12v 2.5a homedics pp-ad25
massager power supply ac adapter,new! toshiba portege m200 m205 cpu fan
gdm610000154.black - decker 5102767-12 ac adapter hksd-023246 22.6v 210ma
hksd023246,.


